Dear Brothers and Sisters, Showers of the Way, before you all go on your Inner Journey within the designated Respite for your Groups, I wish to take just a few moments to discuss with you the World situation, and to Project once again some Instruction, which, if carried out, will make it possible for you to Serve your Divine Group Plan as a Group Unit within the World Group of Disciples and Initiates. During the coming weeks and months, but particularly during the remainder of this year, and within the next 3-6 months, for humanity has entered into a somewhat precarious and unsettling time. In this situation there has manifested many pairs of opposites which exist in the World of affairs itself, not just in the countries in which you live, but in many countries all over the World.

You have seen during the elections in the United Kingdom that pairs of opposites played out where the outcome of the elections swung to that which could be deemed as the most promising outcome. This election has been thrown into a sharp relief due to many factors, the most prominent being the Projection of Light, that has been Focused by the Hierarchical Levels and Higher Sources. And this Dear Ones could not be possible without the interaction and permissions through Cosmic Law of those Human Souls who became the Grounding Staffs as We put this in your human terms.

As you have now Realized, it is humanity’s choice, humanity’s Right to choose its own particular path, its own Way of Ascending into the Kingdom of God. However, one MUST follow the Laws that Govern all such Magnification and Magnetization of that Light from Source. Without the correct procedures, these Actions could not be placed into Motion. Beloved Jesus tells you of this in His Discourse 23 of 33 in the ‘I AM’ Presence Discourses with Brother St Germain Volume 3; He says:

“In the Consciousness that you are the ‘I AM’ Presence acting at all times, you then must know that you are, that moment of recognition, an invincible magnet of attraction, which causes every Activity of the Universe to rush to you to fulfil the demand. The only reason it does not seem to be so, is because somewhere in your consciousness there is a feeling of uncertainty, either of your ability, of your Authority, or the Omnipresence of It to Act; but I assure you, as one having attained and having gone through the complete process of attaining, that it is Pleasure, the Privilege of Myself and Others, to place before you these simple Laws, yet Mighty and Invincible in Their Activity, which will give you Freedom and Dominion over all the things that seem to be such a mountain of obstruction in your way.
“As you continue to accept and use these Laws in your Activity, you will find that you are attaining Dominion, not only over the one Element, but All four Elements, Earth, Water, Air, and Fire.

“When you have become conscious of the Flame of your Divinity, you are Acting from the Highest of the four Elements, which is Fire, and the True Activity of Spirit.

“As the Conscious Activity is to the unconscious, so is the Conscious Use of the Flame to the Recognition of the Light. The Natural Element of your Soul is the Flame, accounting for the ancient Fire and Sun Worship. When one becomes conscious that he has, is, can use and direct this Consuming Flame, he has entered into Mighty Power.

“When one becomes conscious that he or she has Dominion over the four Elements, he or she has but to practice its use to become conscious that he or she may direct the lightning, master the storm, control the waters, and walk in the midst of the fire unharmed. Will you kindly tell Me how any being can have the use of anything until he acknowledges it, and knows that he has the ability to make it his servant in use?

“Then by the practice of its use, he becomes absolutely invincible in its direction. I wish so earnestly to make clear to you that you are being given and taught the exact Laws which I used, and which everyone who has attained the Ascended State must use.

“It is all a matter of use, once you know of these Laws, and that the ‘I AM’ Presence which you are, has all Intelligence, Power and Authority to consciously direct the energy through the outer activity of your mind. Then do not fear to use it to heal, to prosper, to bless and to enlighten your fellowman.” End Excerpt.

I tell you this so that you would consider that in your membership of humanity, you are a part of that human family which has been given freedom of choice; you, along with many others who, in their sum total, constitute the aspirational Consciousness of humanity. But today you are now Fully Aware that you are more than that, you are Soul Consciousness Acting out within the Individualized Expression as both an Expression of individuality and as a Divine Group Awareness.

There are insufficient numbers today that are conscious enough of this aspirational Consciousness to make those Rightful Decisions during any form of crisis or imbalance anywhere within the World of human, animal, mineral, national or international response called for! Most will come forward while remaining entangled in the emotional responses to make their voice heard. Opportunity then, will come calling and as you are all here are well aware of your True Responsibilities it is how you respond that shall make the difference between a world server or a New World Server. I use these cases of language on purpose, which need no further explanation.

As you have seen in the United Kingdom and in other countries around the World, in your own country, you have an analogy, particularly at this time, in which each one of you has the Opportunity to vote for the Leadership of your country. This vote comes in many forms, however, I tell you that it is the Silent Vote, as you have seen in the United
Kingdom that will have the Greatest Effect. Why? Because the Laws of the Universe have been followed! In the same way, you are being given the Opportunity today, right here and now, for the Leadership which shall Guide humanity along the Way to the Fifth Kingdom. Pay attention to the Jesus Inclusion above! You may choose the Power of Light, which will shorten and render more easily the Tread of that Path, or you may choose the part of ‘free will’ that lessens such potentials by lack of participation or turning yourself away from the employment of Right Appropriation, Right Application and Right Implementation through Spiritual Integrity, which you have already attracted to you! Just because you have attracted and Magnetized it to you, does not mean that you will use it and so I tell you, one way will shorten the Path to the Next Dimensional Plane the other will lengthen it and render more difficult the treading of that path. Some will accept their Soul Group Journey others will simply believe they are not ready! Do your best Dear Hearts to keep this right their in the forefront of your Heart and Mind and NEVER turn away from an Opportunity that presents itself. Just like Christmas! I will speak of this in a moment!

Both Paths will lead to the same Goal, for it is written into the destiny of mankind. Recognize the fact that it is particularly during this period now upon you, Cosmically speaking, that you are called upon by the Soul Group you represent to Vote on every Level; that you are called upon to make the Highest Choices you possibly can. Just like the One made for Great Britain. Do you see Dear Ones?? And again, there is a sufficient number of you in the World today, throughout the entire World, who do constitute an Aspirational Consciousness, which, if and when it Speaks through the Law of Life, will swing the Decision, give the Decision, to the Powers of Light for the Greatest Good of All Concerned, no matter what the general populace may perceive in their own human consciousness at the time.

There will always, for many years to come, be opposition. But through such experiences that reinforce and validate the Truth if a New Reality, that who would oppose, resist and be in disapproval of a Higher way, will allow slowly those old beliefs to fade away, day by day, until a certain level of Trust, Faith and Hope will provide a New Path for them also! Just as you shall see in due course in the UK in the coming few years. I say this with confidence, because the Soul Consciousness of this Soul Group, has now become more aware of the Power and Authority to Govern how things will Act out Here and There!

I ask you then, to Align with All your colleagues throughout the World and Realize that they are in every country, YOUR SOUL GROUPS are in every government, in every walk of life. Align with these and Sound Your SOUL GROUP Note, which is the Word of Decision, Your Note, in thought, in feeling, and in physical actions whether by Right Word or Right Activity, so that the Totality of this Aspirational Consciousness will Sound Forth and be Heard by ALL, whether they hear it audibly with human ears, or Silently within the Soul Group’s Silent Heart! Do not limit this particular State of Consciousness to those whom you would consider to be Disciples or Initiates. This is Truly a Big Ask to do Consciously, but you can do it if your set your Heart and Mind to do it!
Realize that every individual, every man and woman, and certainly the ‘Children of the World’, who would seek a Quality of Life and Freedom Of Spirit, not only for themselves, but for all others, no matter what colour race or creed, religious background or political persuasions, those who look toward a Divine Being, or whether from within an orthodox church form, whether an atheistic point of view, whether from within the field of science, or from within the occult realm, that all of these constitute an Aspirational Consciousness. Speak Out, Speak Up! You Who are at this particular time in the Position of Being Representative for the Body of Christed Consciousness, Speak Aloud or Silently, then Sound forth The Great Invocation, The Silent O.M. and Cast your Vote to Raise the Consciousness of ALL Sentient Life here!

Do not permit the appearance of the pairs of opposites within World affairs, and the apparent conflict between the two, to undermine your Security in a Realization of the Power of Light to balance these opposites, the Power of Light to Reveal the Truth lying between these pairs of opposites. And in your own life, endeavour to think very clearly regarding all that you might see, to stand midway between these opposites where the Truth regarding both is Seen for what it Really Is, as Soul Consciousness Expressing Group Experience.

This is a period in which each Disciple or Initiate is being Called Forth to dedicate as much of his or her subjective time and effort as he or she has available to the working out of the Divine Plan within their own and World affairs. This is your Opportunity to be of Service. I would like to discuss with you very briefly now about Christmas, the Ceremony of the Seventh Ray as it can be applied during this particular cycle.

More than at any time in your remembered past, the Seventh Ray is making itself felt during the Christmas season this year of 2019. You can serve the Ashramic Effort, to Anchor the Christ Consciousness more than ever before this year; the Effort of the Great Ray Devas and Angelic Host, etc., by Appropriating this Seventh Ray Energy and putting it into God Use; Realizing that every traditional activity utilizing the old forms of the past is a Ceremony. That ceremony has created, actually, a Response, whether conscious or unconscious, to Divine Purpose. As you utilize these old forms, then, whether these forms are outmoded or not, so long as they are still in existence, Align them with the Purpose for which they were created and apply the Seventh Ray Ceremonial Love to Action within them.

For instance, the traditional Christmas Dinner: make a Ceremony of this, Realizing that any ceremony serves to bring that Divine Purpose which underlies and overshadows the activity itself into manifestation. Remember, the Seventh Ray is Spirit-within-matter, or Divine Intent impressed within the Devic Lives which come together to form any particular life or form. When any form which is utilized over and over and over (that is, cyclically), is appropriated as a Ceremonial, that form is made to serve the Divine Intent which brought it into manifestation in the first place. This will help to offset unnecessary shattering or destruction of the form, as the Seventh Ray comes in.
Instead of breaking up the forms via a First Ray Application, the Transition can be completed much more easily by applying Ceremonial Love in Action, bringing the Meaning into the form, bringing the Purpose into it. Thus the transition from Sixth to Seventh can be much more easily completed. Seek the meaning behind the symbol. What does the Christmas tree symbolize? It symbolizes the Tree of Life. What does the Gift symbolize? The recognition of the Christ, the First Giving of Gifts, according to the Story that was made by the Three Wise Men as They Gave Their Gifts in recognition of the Christ Child. As you give a Gift, let that gift be in Recognition of the Son of God. Give not to the persona, but to the indwelling Son of God imprisoned within that persona.

Let the Ceremony into which you enter, into which you have entered year after year unconsciously, let that Ceremony become a Conscious, Active Service. Let it carry the Meaning and the Purpose with which it is related. The Christmas Dinner symbolizes the Feast in the Father’s House. All of these traditions are of a Sixth Ray Nature; that is, they were Created under the Impulse of the Sixth Ray. All of them have behind them a Divine Intent, a Divine Purpose. During this period in the Evolution of Humanity, when this particular Ray Expression is coming to its completion, these forms should be Appropriated by the Disciple or Initiate and utilized to Serve Their Intended Purpose, so that their passing from the scene will be easily made rather than through upheaval.

The Consciousness within the Devic Form will be Given Freedom. This is the way in which the Disciple or Initiate moves from the World of appearances into the World of meaning. Many of you, as do most Disciple or Initiates in the field, at certain levels of Initiation, become imprisoned within the appearance, caught up in the old form in your very rebellion against it, i.e. the fact that Christmas has become commercialized. Always these material values which have been placed upon the season and all its activities create a rebellion within the Disciple or Initiate. Thus he or she is as imprisoned within the form as is the Brother or Sister who utilizes the period for materialistic purpose.

As you recognize that each of these traditional forms was created for a Purpose, that through the Application of the Seventh Ray they can be Appropriated and Utilized as a Ceremonial, you can bring them into Their Right Function. This is the Cycle of Initiation, the Initiatory Cycle for humanity. It is, therefore, the most difficult period, insofar as humanity is concerned, of the entire year. It is the Initiatory Cycle for the Birth of the Christ Consciousness, and so to, shall such a Cycle that will Precipitate the Manifestation of the Second Coming of Those Who Shall Walk the Earth As Jesus Did!

This is a basic Law Governing Manifestation and must EVER be Applied by the ONE who Initiates Activity. Disciples must learn to Manipulate this Law, as well as be Rightly Affected by it. By now, if you have absorbed well, you understand the fact that all of your manifest experiences follow definite Cyclic Patterns. These have been set up by: Your Own Higher Consciousness, Working Under Law and with Law.
Your Integrated Response to life in form. Your adjustment to the Cyclic Pattern of the environment. You as a conscious thinking entity have had little to do in Awareness with the Activity of Initiation. **Now you are in a process of learning to become the Initiator, to Manipulate Cause and Effect, to consciously determine your own experience.** You will, then, not only take advantage of already existent Cyclic Trends, but will set up New Rhythms, New Cycles, and thus produce New Experiences.

The Law of Cycles is, in Essence, the Activity Aspect of the Third Ray. It is Intelligence in Controlled Motion and is wielded, as is the Law of Sacrifice, by the First Ray. The Disciple and Initiate, Polarized in the head, Focuses his or her Directing Will upon the available Intelligent Substance within his or her own aura, and thus Initiates the Activity which produces manifestation.

We Know that everything manifests in Ordered Cycles. We Know that Energy Set into Motion moves in Rhythmic Patterns which cannot be altered except by the Impact of Other Energy. We know also that Energy follows thought, and it is with thought that We are vitally concerned now.

We will discuss this in more detail another time, but as you will have over the next 3 months, plenty of Opportunities to look at this more deeply from your own individualized perspectives, I bring this to your awareness today! I feel many shrugging their shoulders thinking you do not have any idea what I Am talking about. To you I say, review the Cosmic Profiles that your Dear Sister provides for you all, and there you will begin a greater Appreciation of the Work prepared for you as well as touching upon the Foundational Principles of what I Am Asking of your to take this Opportunity to compare your present lives with the Cyclic movements of the Cosmos that passes over you daily, weekly, monthly and yearly!

I have brought to you today using Christmas as a Celebratory Cyclic Event so that you understand better what the underlying message is here today!

I will expand upon this in My last Discourse tomorrow, before your Respite, but from another point of reference that will hopefully encourage you further to take on Clearer Vision of what you have come to do along this Path you have chosen to Tread!

I Am Your Brother, At Your Service.